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Value Education (Interactive session)

Nurture the Nature

Ms. Yogita Dagar (RDPS faculty)

Guest Lecture Hall

25 August, 2017 (40 minutes)

Class III (A-E)

Students Workshop

Objectives:
. To foster positive behavior among students,

' To sensitize them with the importance of nature and resources.

' To make them aware of the possrbre consequences of poilution.

' To aid students to identify a right role model for themselves.

' To encourage students to adopt right attitude towards environment.

Description:

'*Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything bett€r.,,
Albert Einsie.

In order to equip the students to face difficulties, challenges and dangers of the socjety and to dea ,,,,:-
it properly, it is essential to give education to students that is related to environment. An nte,a,::.,:
valt-:e based session 'r'cas iaken up to sensitize iheni abotri conservation of narure. The session was
initiated by the discussion on the meaning of nurture wherein students were asked to tell about what
they understand by the term 'Nurture the Nature'. The students gave varied response which included
saving from pollution, growing trees, etc .Then they were told that nufture means to protect/take care.
Then a video was shown to them followed by discussion on what they had observed. students were
asked to come forward and answer "How can we save our environment for which they gave response
like by saving electricity, growing more trees, saving paper, by not using ptastic bags, etc. After the
discussion, the students were totd about the different colour of garbage bins in the school. The
emphasis was laid on the importance of saving our environment. The consequences of pollution and
deforestation were also discussed and children were apprised of their role in conserving the
environment for better pollution free life for all living beings.

Towards end, a video having a song related to theme'Nurture the Nature"was played and the message
was conveyed to the children.
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